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Abstract: A general intrinsic energy resolution has been formulated for strongly correlated wave
functions in the full molecular valence space and its subspaces. The information regarding the quasiatomic organization of the molecular electronic structure is extracted from the molecular wave function
without introducing any additional postulated model state wave functions. To this end, the molecular
wave function is expressed in terms of quasi-atomic molecular orbitals, which maximize the overlap
between subspaces of the molecular orbital space and the free-atom orbital spaces. As a result, the
molecular wave function becomes the superposition of a wave function representing the non-bonded
juxtaposed quasi-atoms and a wave function describing the interatomic electron migrations that create
bonds through electron sharing. The juxtaposed nonbonded quasi-atoms are shown to consist of
entangled quasi-atomic states from different atoms. The binding energy is resolved as a sum of
contributions that are due to quasi-atom formation, quasiclassical electrostatic interactions and
interatomic interferences caused by electron sharing. The contributions are further resolved according to
orbital interactions. The various transformations that generate the analysis are determined by criteria that
are independent of the working orbital basis used for calculating the molecular wave function. The
theoretical formulation of the resolution is quantitatively validated by an application to the C2 molecule.
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1. Introduction
In the first decade of the 19th century, John Dalton conceived that elements consist of atoms and
that compounds consist of molecules formed from atoms.1 The forces that hold the atoms together
remained however a puzzle well beyond the end of the 19th century, notably because, shortly after
Dalton’s publications, Amedeo Avogadro had shown that important elemental gases must form diatomic
molecules,1 whose bonds could not be described by the Berzelian electrostatic model,1 and because
bonds in the developing field of organic chemistry soon presented similar problems.1 A century after
Avogadro, the explanation of these ‘covalent’ bonds through the quantum mechanical treatment of
electronic structure revealed that, in fact, the atoms in a molecule differ from the free atoms in their
electronic structures.
On the other hand, it has become apparent from quantum chemical research that, in fact, atomic
subunits are preserved in molecular wave functions. Various names such as ‘modified atoms’,
‘chemically adapted atoms’, ‘promoted atoms’, ‘atoms in valence states’ and ‘atoms-in-molecules’ have
been used for such subunits. In the present study, these subunits are called quasi-atoms. It is generally
recognized that, by virtue of the atomic variation principle, a quasi-atom has a higher energy than the
corresponding free atom.
The preceding observations imply that the binding energy of a molecule, viz. the difference
between the molecular energy and the energies of the separated free atoms, embodies two energy
changes: The energy increases due to the formation of quasi-atoms and the larger energy decreases due
to the interactions between the quasi-atoms. According to the pioneering concepts that were conceived
in the 1930’s to explain fundamental aspects of chemical bonding, the free atoms morph into quasiatoms because, thereby, the strength of the inter-atomic interactions is enhanced so as to yield stronger
bonds.2 A full understanding of the origin of bond strengths is thus contingent on the quantitative
understanding of the intra-atomic contributions as well as the interatomic contributions.
Since the electronic wave function Ψ of a molecule contains all information regarding its
energetic structure, it should be possible to extract from the wave function a quantification of the
qualitative inferences outlined in the preceding paragraph. A manifestly essential prerequisite for
achieving this objective is the quantification of the concept of the quasi-atom in a molecule. The
difficulties standing in the way of drawing a quantitative formulation of the quasi-atom concept out of
ab initio molecular electronic wave functions are a major reason for the absence of a full deductive
energy resolution of ab initio wave functions.
The notion that the energy of a bond can be understood as the sum of several contributions
originating from different physical interactions (e.g. electrostatic, delocalizing, dispersion, exchange)
goes back to the early days of quantum chemistry.3 Considerable progress has been made on rigorous
formulations of such energy breakdowns for the interactions between non-bonded molecules.4 On the
other hand, finding a rigorous energy resolution for bonds within a molecule, which is the object of the
present inquiry, has presented a greater challenge.
Attempts to relate the different energy contributions to certain wave functions were initiated in
the 1960’s. In nearly all of these “energy decompositions”, the emphasis is on obtaining the various
contributions as differences between energies of sequences of wave functions that are postulated to
represent sequences of intuitively conceived intermediate states that bridge the transition from the
nonbonded constituents to the bonded systems. A decomposition of the hydrogen bond energy was
formulated by Morokuma in 1971.5 A decomposition analysis for density functional energies was
developed in 1979 by Ziegler and Rauk.6,7 An influential implementation of this method by Bickelhaupt
and Baerends8 has led to numerous applications.9 A significant enhancement of this analysis was added
in 2007 by Michalak and Mitoraj10,11,12. With respect to wave functions, Head-Gordon very recently
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introduced a novel approach13 by further developing methods that had been effective in his previous
work on non-bonded interactions.14,15,16,17,18,19 A significant innovative part of this approach is that all
intermediate wave functions are determined by means of energy minimizations subject to certain
physically motivated restrictions.
By contrast, no intermediate wave functions are introduced to formulate the present analysis.
Rather, the distinctive foundation of the present analysis is the rigorous demonstration that, in fact, a
quasi-atomic organization of the electronic structure is embedded in the actual molecular wave
function. The information that exhibits this intrinsic quasi-atomic structure is brought to light by
transforming the wave function and the energy using appropriate expansions for the molecular orbital
basis and the configurational representation. An early attempt at such an analysis had been made in
1962.20 In recent years, progress along similar lines has been reported by the present group21 as well as
by Nascimento and coworkers.22,23,24
Accurate electronic structure descriptions are based on wave functions that consist of a strongly
correlated part and a weakly correlating part, respectively describing non-dynamic and dynamic
correlations. The strongly correlated part is generated by a set of internal orbitals; the dynamically
correlating part involves, in addition, excitations into external orbitals. In a free atom, the set of internal
orbitals is usually known as the minimal basis set (MBS).25 For molecules formed from atoms in the first
three periods of the periodic table, notably for most organic molecules, the optimized internal molecular
orbital space is typically spanned by orbitals in the full molecular valence space, which is defined by
two characteristics, viz.: (i) The dimension of the full molecular valence space is equal to the total
number of MBS orbitals on all atoms in a molecule, and (ii) the orbital space can be spanned by
molecular orbitals that have the characteristics of slightly deformed atomic MBS orbitals of the free
atoms.
The bulk of the energy changes that create covalent bonding occur in the strongly correlated full
valence space.26 The reason is that the binding energy changes are a consequence of the lowering of the
kinetic energy that occurs when electrons from open shell atoms are shared between the MBS orbitals on
several atoms, i.e., the binding energy changes occur essentially in the one-electron energy of the
valence shell and not among the two-electron energies. An analysis of covalent bonding consists
therefore of two parts: an analysis of the bonding interactions in the full valence space and an analysis of
the influence of dynamic correlation on bonding. The valence space analysis is the essential prerequisite
and typically yields the most relevant bonding insights. The dynamic correlations are required for
quantitative accuracy. A bonding analysis of the dynamic correlations becomes meaningful only after
the bonding process in the valence space has been clearly understood.
In view of these observations, the present investigation focuses on the analysis of the synergism
of the interactions in the full valence space that cause bond formation. Although the analysis is based on
molecular wave functions that are formulated in full valence spaces, neither all orbitals in the full
valence space nor all determinants that can be generated from these orbitals have to occur in the
molecular wave function. The implication is simply that the dimension of the orbital space from which
the optimized molecular wave function Ψ is constructed does not exceed the dimension of the full
valence space.27
Systems exist for which some relevant contributions to bonding are made by certain dynamic
correlations that, to a good approximation, can be accounted for by a modest enlargement of the internal
orbital space beyond the free atom MBS orbitals. This occurs for instance in the case of the F2
molecule,28 for the π-stacked benzene dimer, for many excited electronic states, and for many molecules
involving atoms in higher periods of the periodic table. The basic analysis of such wave functions also
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falls within the scope of the present formulations. In the subsequent description of the analysis, the term
“molecular full valence space” can then be interpreted as covering the enlarged MBS space.
On the other hand, the analysis is also applicable to the full valence space component of a wave
function that includes extensive dynamic correlations. In that case, the first step has to be the
identification of the valence space component, e.g., by means of a natural orbital expansion.

2. Quasi-atomic orbitals
2.1. Conceptual basis
As emphasized in the Introduction, a critical element of the present analysis is the identification
of the quasi-atoms that are embedded in a molecular wave function. The construction of the quasi-atoms
in turn is contingent on the identification of quasi-atomic orbitals that are embedded in the molecular
wave function. Such orbitals can in fact be found because it is an empirical observation that, for the
described optimized molecular wave functions, the molecular orbitals can nearly always be expressed as
superpositions of a full set of slightly deformed atomic MBS orbitals on the atoms in the molecule.29
These deformed atomic MBS orbitals, which span the molecular orbital space, are taken as the sought
quasi-atomic orbitals (QUAOs) from which the quasi-atoms are constructed. The QUAOs are denoted as
|Aa〉 = Aa(r), which implies orbital ‘a’ on atom ‘A’. This designation also includes the orbitals of the
slightly enlarged full valence spaces that were discussed at the end of the Introduction. In the following
narrative, the term “minimal basis sets” is taken to include such cases.
The first step of the analysis consists therefore of identifying the QUAOs that are embedded in
the molecular wave function Ψ. This determination of the QUAOs has been developed and discussed in
explicit detail in previous publications.30,31,32,33 Only the relevant aspects are therefore summarized
below.
Reference 30 also cites various other approaches for defining atom-localized MBS-type orbitals
for correlated wave functions in full valence spaces. However, none of these orbitals were devised with
the aim of using them to reconstitute the original molecular wave function and energy, while achieving
maximal similarity to the free-atom MBS orbitals. Thus, none of these orbitals possess the properties
that are essential for developing the intrinsic resolution of the energy expression that is the basis of the
present analysis.
2.2. Basic properties and determination
The determination of the QUAOs is based on the enforcement of the following criteria:
(i) The number of QUAOs corresponding to each atom is equal to the number of MBS orbitals on that
atom.
(ii) The space spanned by all natural orbitals (NOs) of the molecular wave function can be spanned by
the QUAOs. This criterion guarantees that the molecular wave function Ψ can be exactly expressed as
a superposition of determinants in terms of the QUAOs. (Note that, by construction, the total number
of molecular orbitals does not exceed the total number of MBS orbitals on all atoms.)
(iii) For each atom, the orbital space spanned by the corresponding QUAOs has maximal overlap with
the orbital space spanned by MBS orbitals of the free atom ground state.
(iv) The QUAOs corresponding to a given atom are mutually orthogonal.
(v) The definitions and criteria by which the QUAOs are determined are ‘basis set independent’, i.e.,
they do not involve any reference to the ‘working orbital basis’ on which a given molecular
calculation is based.34
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The satisfaction of these criteria is achieved by a sequence of singular value decompositions using as
templates a set of highly accurate free atom ground state minimal basis set (AAMBS) orbitals, which are
denoted as |A*a〉 .
The overlap integrals between quasi-atomic orbitals from different atoms can be chosen to vanish
or not to vanish. There are reasons for both choices. In the following the abbreviation QUAOs always
denotes the inter-atomically orthogonal quasi-atomic orbitals. The analysis in terms of these QUAOs is
developed in Sections 3 and 4. The inter-atomically non-orthogonal quasi-atomic orbitals will be
denoted as NOQUAOs, and the analysis in terms of these orbitals is discussed in Section 5.
The satisfaction of the criteria listed above still leaves the QUAOs undetermined with respect to
intra-atomic orthogonal transformations within the QUAO set on each atom. This freedom allows the
imposition of an additional criterion that accomplishes the important optimal adaptation of the QUAOs
to the chemical surroundings of each quasi-atom. This final adaptation is based on the conceptual
considerations discussed in the next section.
2.3. Population-bond-order matrix
It has long been recognized that the first-order spatial density matrix of a molecular electronic
wave function reveals much about chemical binding.35,36 For a wave function Ψ in a full valence space,
this density matrix ρ(r,r') can be expanded in terms of the QUAOs, which yields

ρ(r,r') = ∑Aa ∑Bb pAa,Bb Aa(r ) Bb(r')

€

The following lines of reasoning show why the off-diagonal elements of this expansion in the valence
shell are indeed closely related to covalent binding effects.
Covalent binding is created through electron sharing. This fact can be exhibited by separating the
NOs of Ψ into strongly and weakly occupied NOs and then determining localized molecular orbitals
(LMOs) separately in each group (‘split localized orbitals’37). The resulting LMOs are of the ‘bonding’,
‘non-bonding’ and ‘antibonding’ type, and it is readily shown that the energy lowerings that create
bonds come indeed from the ‘bonding’ LMOs in the valence shell. Inspection furthermore shows that all
bonding LMOs extend substantially over two or more atoms, i.e. they are electron sharing LMOs.
The reason why electron sharing lowers the energy becomes apparent by examining the energy
contribution of any one bonding LMO φν . By expressing φν in terms of the QUAOs, its one-electron
energy becomes
ν
φν h φν = ∑A ∑a,a' pνAa,Aa' Aa€h Aa' + ∑B ∑b,b' p€
Bb,Bb' Bb h Bb'

+∑A ∑B ≠A ∑a ∑b pνAa,Bb Aa h Bb

€

(2.1)

(2.2)

Manifestly, it is the presence of the interatomic cross terms [ pνAa,Bb 〈Aa|h|Bb〉] that distinguishes those
LMOs that have substantial QUAO contributions on several atoms from those that are confined to one
atom. Accordingly, the bond creating energy lowering generated by 〈 φν |h| φν 〉 is in fact contributed by
the interatomic cross terms [ pνAa,Bb 〈Aa|h|Bb〉]. More specifically, many in depth investigations have
€
shown that it is the kinetic energy part of the cross term that lowers the energy.38
These inferences remain valid for the total one-electron
E1 of the wave function Ψ. Τhe
€ energy
€
expansion of this energy in terms of the QUAOs is
€
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E1 = ∑

∑ p Aa h Aa' + ∑ ∑
+∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ p
Aa h Bb

€

A

a,a'

Aa,Aa'

A

B ≠A

a

B

b

b,b'

(2.3)

Aa,Bb

where the coefficients pAa,Bb are the first-order density matrix elements of Eq.(2.1). It is generally found
that the interatomic cross terms [pAa,Bb〈Aa|h|Bb〉] in the valence shell collect the interactions between
QUAOs that are critical for covalent bonding by lowering the energy through electron sharing.
Following common usage in analogous expansions, the interatomic matrix elements pAa,Bb are called
‘bond orders’.35
For r = r', the density matrix of Eq.(2.1), yields the electron density

ρ(r ) = ρ (r,r ) = ∑Aa ∑Bb pAa,Bb Aa(r ) Bb(r )

€

pBb,Bb' Bb h Bb'

(2.4)

which has several instructive implications. By virtue of the orthogonality of the QUAOs, integration of
Eq.(2.4) yields the sum of the diagonal elements pAa,Aa on the right hand side while the total number of
electrons results on the left hand side. The diagonal elements pAa,Aa therefore represent the occupations
of the QUAOs. On the other hand, since the integration of all off-diagonal terms yields zero, the offdiagonal part of ρ(r) contains no total electron population. Rather, the off-diagonal terms describe
population shifts. These shifts represent the ab initio quantification of the qualitative concept of the
“charge accumulations in the bonds” that are generally associated with bonding electron sharing.
Furthermore, inasmuch as the off-diagonal part of ρ(r) represents the difference between ρ(r) and the
weighted sum of the densities of the constituent orthogonal QUAOs, the off-diagonal terms describe
wave interferences between the QUAOs. The interatomic cross terms in the energy of Eq.(2.3) are
therefore called interference energies. (These considerations can be generalized to non-orthogonal
quasi-atomic orbitals.)
Since the diagonal elements pAa,Aa are QUAO populations and the interatomic off-diagonal
elements pAa,Bb generate the interference energies, which are critical for bond formation, the QUAO
representation pAa,Bb of the first-order density matrix is called the population-bond-order (or chargebond-order) matrix.35
2.4. Chemical adaptation and molecular bonding pattern
The off-diagonal elements of the first-order density matrix discussed in the preceding section, i.e.
the bond orders, provide the basis for formulating the adaptation of the valence shell QUAOs to the local
bonding pattern that was intimated at the end of Section 2.2.
It is a fact that, through certain intra-atomic orthogonal orbital transformations on all atoms, the
bond orders in all inter-atomic blocks can typically be compacted into a few distinct interactions
between a few distinct individual orbitals on the various atoms. Therefore, the desired intra-atomic
orthogonal orbital transformations are determined by means of the criterion that, the interatomic bond
order blocks have as few quantitatively significant elements as possible among all QUAOs on all atoms.
The quantitative implementation of this ‘bond order disproportionation’ by a suitable maximization has
been described in detail in the previous papers.30,39,40
The interatomic blocks of the resulting population-bond order matrix typically contain only very
few large elements in absolute value. All other elements are small. The QUAOs obtained in this manner
are called oriented quasi-atomic orbitals. The oriented QUAOs represent a rigorous ab initio
formulation of the traditional concept of ‘hybridization’. The orientations are crucial in order that the
bond orders exhibit the global ‘bonding pattern’ of a molecule. Unless stated otherwise, the acronym
QUAO and the symbols |Aa〉 = Aa(r) will be used to imply the oriented QUAOs.
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Since only valence shell QUAOs have significant interatomic bond orders, the transformation to
oriented QUAOs is only performed among the valence shell QUAOs. Explicit illustrations and
discussions of oriented QUAOs and their properties have been presented in several previous
publications for a variety of molecules.30,32,33,40

3. Energy resolution in terms of orthogonal quasi-atomic orbitals
The expression of the molecular wave function Ψ in terms of the QUAOs |Aa〉 yields for the total
molecular energy the following expansion in terms of the interaction integrals between QUAOs and the
reduced density matrices derived from Ψ

E = ∑Aa ∑Bb pAa,Bb Aa h Bb +

1
[ AaBb CcDd]
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ P
2 Aa Bb Cc Dd AaBb,CcDd

(3.1)

where pAa,Bb and PAaBb,CcDd are the representations of the spinless first- and second-order density
matrices ρ and Γ defined by

€

ρ(1,1') = N ∫ ds1 ∫

∫ d2d3...Ψ(1,2,3...)Ψ (1',2,3...) = ∑ ∑
∗

Aa

Γ(1,21',2') = N ( N −1) ∫

Bb

pAa,Bb Aa(1) Bb(1')

∫ ds ds ∫ ∫ d3d4...Ψ(1,2,3,4...)Ψ (1',2',3,4...)
=∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ P
{ Aa(1) Bb(1') }{ Cc (2) Dd(2') }

€

Aa

Bb

(3.2)

∗

1

Cc

2

Dd

(3.3)

AaBb,CcDd

The operator h and the integrals [f|g] are defined by

∇2
Z
− ∑C C
2
rC

[ f g] = ∫ ∫ dr dr

f (r1 ) g(r2 )
r12

(3.4)

€

h=−

€

The symbol |Aa(i)〉 is equivalent to Aa(ri), so that the expansion in Eq.(3.2) is equivalent to that in
Eq.(2.1). In the present study, the term “total molecular energy” encompasses only the electronic
energies and the internuclear repulsions.

1

2

3.1. Resolution of the electronic energy in terms of kinetic, coulombic and interference interactions
between QUAOs
The energy terms in the expansion of Eq.(3.1) manifestly divide into intra-atomic contributions
and interatomic contributions. The latter contain the interactions that cause bonding.
Among the interatomic contributions to the potential energy, a further division is relevant. It is
based on the fact that the one-electron nuclear attraction energies 〈Aa|–ZC/rC| Bb〉 as well as the twoelectron repulsion energies [AaBb|CcDd] are all integrals that can be considered as electrostatic
interaction energies involving ‘charge distributions’ formed as products of two QUAOs. In light of the
reasoning in Section 2.3, the following distinction can be made by virtue of the orthogonality of the
QUAOs:
(i) The charge distributions are formed from two QUAOs on the same atom. These charge distributions
contribute to the electron distribution on that atom.
(ii) The charge distributions are products of two QUAOs on two different atoms. These charge
distributions generate charge shifts between the two atoms and embody interatomic QUAO
interferences, as discussed in Section 2.3.
The two kinds of QUAO products are expected to play different roles in the physical analysis of binding
energies. In particular, some of the interatomic charge shifts are expected to give rise to the negative
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interference energies that are essential for covalent bond formation. These expectations have been borne
out in all quantitative examinations of these terms.
There are only two kinds of interatomic energy terms that contain charge contributions of type (i)
only, namely the potential energy integrals 〈Aa|-ZB/rB|Aa'〉 and [AaAa'|BbBb'], where A ≠ B. Following
common usage, these types of integrals are called coulombic interatomic energy contributions. All other
interatomic potential as well as kinetic energy contributions contain interference charge distributions of
type (ii).
On the basis of the aforementioned distinctions, the total electronic energy plus the nuclear
repulsions is expressed as the following sum of contributions:
E = E1 + E 2C + E 2I + E 3I + E 4 I

(3.5)

E1 = ∑A E ( A) = ∑A [T ( A) + V ( A)] = intra - atomic energies

(3.6)

€

E 2C = ∑ AB E C ( A,B) =∑ AB VC ( A,B) = two - center coulombic interactions

(3.7)

€

E 2I = ∑ AB E I ( AB) =∑ AB [TI ( AB) + VI ( AB)] = two - center interference interactions

(3.8)

€

E 3I = ∑ ABC E I ( ABC ) =∑ ABC VI ( ABC ) = three - center interference interactions

(3.9)

€

E 4 I = ∑ ABCD E I ( ABCD) = ∑ ABCD VI ( ABCD) = four - center interference interactions

(3.10)

€

The summation index symbols (AB), (ABC), (ABCD) imply that none of the atomic indices are the
same. The integral contributions that are contained in the various energy terms in Eqs.(3.5) to (3.10) are
indicated by the following schematic expansions in terms of orbital contributions:

€

(

(

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

€

)

€

€

)

(

)

∇2
Aa −
Aa'
2

(3.11)

⎧
⎫
Z
V ( A) = ∑⎨ pAa,Aa' Aa − A Aa' , PAaAa',Aa'' Aa''' [ AaAa' Aa'' Aa'''] ⎬
rA
⎩
⎭

(3.12)

⎧
⎫
ZB
ZA
⎪⎪ pAa,Aa' Aa − r Aa' , pBb,Bb' Bb − r Bb' ,⎪⎪
B
A
⎬
VC ( A,B) = ∑⎨
Z
Z
A
B
⎪ P
⎪
AaAa' BbBb'],
⎪⎩ AaAa',BbBb' [
⎪⎭
RAB

(3.13)

TI ( AB) = ∑ pAa,Bb Aa −

€

)

(

T ( A) = ∑ pAa,Aa'

€

)

∇2
Bb
2

⎧
⎫
ZA
⎪ pAa,Bb Aa − r Bb , PAaBb,Aa' Aa'' [ AaBb Aa' Aa''],⎪
A
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ZB
VI ( AB) = ∑⎨ pAa,Bb Aa −
Bb , PAaBb,Bb' Bb'' [ AaBb Bb' Bb''], ⎬
rB
⎪
⎪
⎪
PAaBb,Aa' Bb' [ AaBb Aa' Bb'] ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭

(3.14)

(3.15)
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⎧
⎫
ZC
Bb , PAaBb,CcCc' [ AaBb CcCc'],⎪
⎪ pAa,Bb Aa −
rC
⎬
VI ( ABC) = ∑⎨
⎪
PAaCc,BbCc' [ AaCc BbCc'] ⎪⎭
⎩

€

€

(3.16)

VI ( ABCD) = ∑ PAaBb,CcDd [ AaBb CcDd ]
(3.17)
Each of the energy terms in these equations furthermore consists of core contributions, valence
contributions and core-valence contributions.
The exact formulae for the summations in Eqs.(3.6) to (3.17) are given in the Appendix. An
important aspect of the formulated terms is that their magnitudes are reduced by combining, in each
term, mutually compensating large individual integrals, such as for instance pAa,Bb〈Aa|-ZA/rA|Bb〉 and
∑a'a"PAaBb,Aa'Aa"[AaBb|Aa'Aa"].
3.2. Resolution of the electronic wave function into a non-bonded quasi-atomic part and a bonding
electron migration part
As discussed in the Introduction, the conception that bonding forces hold atoms together in a
molecule implies a quantitative separation of the energies of the non-bonded quasi-atoms from the
bonding interaction energies between the atoms. It will now be shown that, when a molecular electronic
wave function Ψ is expanded in terms of determinants formed from the QUAOs deduced from Ψ, then
the wave function naturally decomposes into a part that describes the juxtaposed non-bonded quasi-atoms
and a part that embodies the interactions that result from electron sharing between the quasi-atoms. The
following discussion of this resolution presumes neutral molecules. The extension to molecular ions is
straightforward.
3.2.1. Resolution of Ψ into a no-migration part and a migration part
The QUAO-based determinants can be written as

€

€
€

D = A {ΦA ΦB ΦC ...}
where

(3.18)

ΦA = an antisymmetrized product of QUAO - spin - orbitals on atom A

(3.19)

ΦB = an antisymmetrized product of QUAO - spin - orbitals on atom B, etc.

(3.20)

and A is the appropriate additional antisymmetrizer between the atoms A, B (viz., the antisymmetrizer
deduced from the coset of the product of the symmetric groups of all the atoms). The QUAO
determinants D fall into two groups according to how many QUAOs occur in each of the products ΦA,
ΦB :
Group (i): For each atom A, the number of occupied QUAO-spin-orbitals in the antisymmetrized product
ΦA equals the nuclear charge ZA of atom A, i.e. ΦA represents a wave function for the
neutral quasi-atom A.
Group (ii): For at least some atoms A, B... , the number of occupied QUAO-spin-orbitals in the
antisymmetrized products ΦA, ΦB… does not equal the respective nuclear charge. These
ΦA, ΦB… correspond to quasi-atomic ions, whose net charges add to zero.
Let Dºj denote type (i), and let D'j denote type (ii). The determinants of the second type can be considered
as resulting from electron migration between determinants of the first type. (Physicists tend to use the
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term “electron hopping”.) The wave function of a neutral molecule can then be written as the linear
combination of two normalized functions:
(3.21)

Ψ = c oΨo + c'Ψ'

Ψo = ∑ j c oj Doj ,
€

∑ (c )
o
j

j

2

= 1,

Ψ' = ∑k c'k D'k

∑ (c' )
k

2

k

(3.22)
o 2

(c )

= 1,

2

+ (c') = 1

(3.23)

€

The term cº Ψº is the no-migration part of Ψ. The term c' Ψ ' is the migration part of Ψ.

€

3.2.2. Juxtaposed quasi-atoms in the molecular wave function
The wave function component Ψº has several properties that imply the interpretation that Ψº is
the wave function that represents the antisymmetrized juxtaposed non-bonded quasi-atoms that are
embedded in the molecular wave function Ψ .These properties of Ψº are as follows.
(i) The first-order density matrix elements pºAa,Bb vanish for A≠B. Hence, the one electron energy
〈Ψº|h|Ψº〉 has only intra-atomic contributions. It has no bonding contributions.
(ii) The second-order density matrix elements PºAbBb,CcDd vanish when A, B, C, D involve more than
two atoms. Hence, the two-electron energy 〈Ψº|∑i<j(1/rij)|Ψº〉 has only intra-atomic contributions
and two-atom contributions.
(iii) The two-atom second-order density matrix elements of the form PºAaAa',Aa"Bb vanish. Hence, the
two-electron energy between two atoms A and B has only the following two contributions

€
€

€
€

C
o
E AB
= ∑a,a' ∑b,b' PAaAa',BbBb'
[ AaAa' BbBb']

(3.24)

X
o
E AB
= ∑a,a' ∑b,b' PAaBb,Aa'
Bb' [ AaBb Aa' Bb']

(3.25)

According to the discussion in Section 3.1, the term ECAB of Eq(3.24) contains the total of all
interatomic coulombic electron-electron interactions between the two quasi-atoms in Ψº. The term
EXAB of Eq(3.25), which consists of the so-called two-center exchange integrals,41 is always at
least an order of magnitude smaller than the coulombic term because it contains only electrostatic
energies between charge distributions [|Aa〉|Bb〉] with a vanishing total charge (viz., interference
distributions).
(iv) The first- and second-order density matrices satisfy the intra- and interatomic conservation
relations

∑

a''

∑

b

o
o
PAaAa',Aa''
Aa'' = ( N A −1) pAa,Aa'

(3.26)

o
o
PAaAa',BbBb
= N B pAa,Aa'

(3.27)

which are characteristic of independent systems.
Because of the above items (i) and (ii), the coordinate representations ρº and Γº of the density matrices
of Ψº, as defined by Eqs.(3.2) and (3.3), can be decomposed as

ρ o (1,1') = ∑A ρ Ao (1,1'),

Γo (1,21',2') = ∑

A

∑

B

o
ΓAB
(1,21',2')

By virtue of Eqs.(3.24) to (3.27), the components of ρº and Γº satisfy the relations

€

(3.28)
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∫ d1ρ (1,1) = N
o
A

o
A

1
2

,

∫ ∫ d1d2Γ (1,21,2) =
o
AA

∫ ∫ d1d2Γ (1,21,2) = N
o
AB

€

€

o
A

N Ao ( N Ao −1)

(3.29)

2

× N Bo

(3.30)

Eq.(3.29) states that, for Ψº, the quasi-atom A has NºA electrons and NºA(NºA–1)/2 electron pairs.
Eq.(3.30) states that there are NºA×NºB electron pairs between atom A and atom B. These values imply
that no electrons are shared between the quasi-atoms. By contrast, the analogous resolution for the total
wave function Ψ yields the inequalities
1
2

∫ ∫ d1d2Γ (1,21,2) >
AA

N A ( N A −1)
,
2

∫ ∫ d1d2Γ (1,21,2) < N
AB

A

× NB

(3.31)

which are consequences of electron sharing. By virtue of Eqs.(3.29) and (3.30), the total density matrix
Γº of Eq.(3.28) satisfies the relation
€

€

1
2

∫ ∫ d1d2Γ (1,21,2) =
o

N o ( N o −1)
2

where

N o = ∑A N Ao

(3.32)

as it should. The properties of Ψº, that are discussed under items (iii) and (iv), are additional features of
the “strongly orthogonal general product functions” that were introduced and discussed in some detail
by McWeeny.42
By virtue of the properties (i) to (iv), the electronic energy of the wave function component
Ψº, viz.

Ψo H Ψo = ∑

Aa

∑

Bb

o
pAa,Bb
Aa h Bb +

1
o
PAaBb,CcDd
[ AaBb CcDd]
∑
∑
∑
∑
Aa
Bb
Cc
Dd
2

(3.33)

simplifies to

€

Ψo H Ψo = ∑ E Ao +
A

1
o
E AB
∑
∑
A
B
≠A
2

(3.34)

with

€

o
E Ao = ∑a,a' Aa h Aa' pAa,Aa'
+

o
C
X
E AB
= E AB
+ E AB

€

€

(3.36)

(3.37)

In analogy to the determinants Djº used in the definition of Ψº in Eq.(3.22), let Πjº denote the
corresponding products defined by Eq.(3.37). Then let Φº denote the wave function that is obtained by
replacing each determinant Djº in the definition of Ψº in Eq.(3.22) by the respective product Πjº, i.e.,

Φo = ∑ j c oj Πoj

€

(3.35)

where ECAB and EXAB are, respectively, the coulomb and exchange integrals given by Eqs.(3.24) and
(3.25).
Consider now the product of the antisymmetrized atomic determinants of Eq.(3.19) and
Eq.(3.20) without applying the interatomic antisymmetrization introduced in Eq.(3.18), i.e.

Πo = ΦA ΦB ΦC ...

€

1
o
AaAa' Aa'' Aa'''] PAaAa',Aa''
[
∑
Aa'''
a,a',a'',a'''
2

(3.38)
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where the coefficients cjº are the same as in Eq.(3.22). The energy of this wave function is found to be

Φo H Φo = ∑A E Ao +

€

1
∑ ∑ EC
2 A B ≠A AB

(3.39)

Thus the only interatomic interactions in Φº are the coulombic energies for atom pairs, using
“coulombic” in the sense, defined at the beginning of Section 3.1. In view of this energy expression, the
function Φº manifestly represents a linear combination of juxtaposed quasi-atomic determinants whose
interatomic interactions are only through classical electrostatics.
The interatomic antisymmetrizations that change Φº into Ψº merely lead to the addition of the
two-center exchange terms EXAB in Eq.(3.36), which introduce only very slight energy alterations as
noted after Eq.(3.25). It is therefore reasonable to consider Ψº as the part that contains the
antisymmetrized juxtaposed neutral quasi-atoms that are embedded in the wave function Ψ. This
identification has some noteworthy implications.
By appropriate intra-atomic transformations of the QUAOs and their configurations, the set of
determinants ΦA for a given atom A can be expressed in terms of a set of configurations that are similar
to the possible states of the free atom A in the atomic MBS space.43 Hence, the function Ψº can also be
expressed as a linear combination Φº of juxtaposed neutral quasi-atomic valence states, followed by
interatomic antisymmetrizations. Therefore, the quasi-atomic part Ψº that is embedded in the actual
molecular electronic wave function Ψ is in general not one antisymmetrized simple product of atomic
valence states on two atoms, as is frequently visualized. Rather, the quasi-atomic part Ψº is an
entangled system of quasi-atomic states of the two atoms. The unique first- and second-order density
matrices obtained from Φº and Ψº [viz, those used for the energies of Eqs.(3.33), (3.35), (3.24) and
(3.25)] characterize the entangled quasi-atoms that are embedded in the molecule.
By virtue of this entanglement of the configurations of the juxtaposed atoms, it is conceivable
that the full valence space may embody sufficient electron correlations to generate dispersion
interactions between the quasi-atoms, in particular if the valence space has been slightly enlarged to
include certain dynamic correlations as discussed in the second to last paragraph of the introduction. The
dispersion energies would then be part of EºAB in Eq.(3.34).
It should be noted that, at present, no theoretical method exists for directly (i.e. without recourse
to the wave functions) deducing the first- and second-order density matrices of the quasi-atomic part Ψº
from the first- and second-order density matrices of the total molecular wave function Ψ. Because of this
inability, the quasi-atom density matrices that are embedded in Ψ cannot be determined within the
framework of any method that determines the molecular density matrices without determining the
molecular wave functions. Indeed, in the energy decomposition of density functional theory cited in
References 6 and 7, the “prepared atoms”, which take the place of quasi-atoms in that approach, are in
fact prepared on the basis of judicious, but nonetheless arbitrary intuitive anticipations. Also, these
prepared atoms do not account for the entanglements that follow from the actual wave function.
3.2.3. Resolution of the energy 〈Ψ|H |Ψ〉 into a no-migration part and a migration part
The resolution of the molecular electronic wave function Ψ according to Eq.(3.21) yields the
following resolution of the molecular energy, including the nuclear repulsions, into a no-migration
energy Enm and a migration energy Em

E = Ψ H Ψ + ∑A ∑B <A

€

ZA ZB
= E nm + E m
RAB

(3.40)
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E nm = Ψo H Ψo + ∑A ∑B <A

ZA ZB
RAB

(3.41)

E m = E − E nm

€

€

= 2c oc' Ψo H Ψ' + (c')

2

[ Ψ' H Ψ'

− Ψo H Ψo

]

(3.42)

By virtue of the interpretation developed in the preceding section, the energy Enm is the ‘no-migration
energy’, i.e. the energy of the antisymmetrized juxtaposed quasi-atoms and their classical electrostatic
interactions. The term Em is the ‘migration energy’, which embodies the energy changes that result from
the sharing of electrons between the juxtaposed quasi-atoms. Covalent bonding results from Em being
sufficiently negative. This energy lowering is typically generated by the cross term 〈Ψº|H|Ψ'〉 in
Eq.(3.42), which yields the interference energies discussed after Eq.(2.2). Typically, the energy lowering
is due to by the kinetic energy matrix elements 〈Ψº|–½∑i∇i2|Ψ '〉.21
3.3. Energy resolution
3.3.1 Combining the interaction resolution and the migration resolution
In Section 3.1, physical interpretations were developed for the energy contributions that are
generated by the QUAOs. In Section 3.2, the molecular energy was decomposed in terms of the energies
of quasi-atoms and of interactions between them. By combining the conclusions of the two sections, the
quantitative energy resolution is obtained. Specifically, the no-migration energy Enm and the migration
energy Em introduced in the resolution of Eqs. (3.40) to (3.42) are further resolved in terms of the
energies introduced in Eq.(3.5), viz., E1 (= intra-atomic), E2C (= two-center coulombic), E2I (= twocenter interference), E3I (= three-center interference) and E4I (four-center interference). The combination
of the two resolutions leads to a resolution of the total energy in terms of the distinct contributions
indicated in the following scheme.
Energy Resolution Scheme 1
No migration (Enm)
Intra-atomic integrals
E(quasi-atoms)
Two-center coulombic integrals
E(quasi-classical)
Two-center interference integrals
E(antisymmetrization)
Three center interference integrals
--Four center interference integrals
---

Migration (Em)
E(sharing-intra-atomic)
E(sharing-coulombic)
E(sharing interference 2')
E(sharing interference 3)
E(sharing interference 4)

The three energy contributions listed under Enm are obtained from the no-migration energy of Eq.(3.41)
in Section 3.2.3, whose components were given in Eqs.(3.34) to (3.36) of Section 3.2.2.
The first of these three contributions is the sum of the energies Eº(A) of all neutral quasi-atoms
that are embedded in the molecular wave function, thus:

E(quasi - atoms) = ∑ E o ( A)

(3.43)

A

where Eº(A) is obtained from the energy EºA of Eq.(3.35) by replacing the one electron operator h by
the operator hA = –½∇2 – ZA/rA, which contains only the potential energy of atom A. Hence

€

€

o
E o ( A) = ∑a,a' Aa hA Aa' pAa,Aa'
+

1
o
AaAa' Aa'' Aa'''] PAaAa',Aa''
[
∑
Aa'''
a,a',a'',a'''
2

(3.44)
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Thus, Eº(A) is the energy E(A) = T(A) + V(A), as defined by Eqs.(3.6), (3.11) and (3.12), however with
the matrices p and P replaced by the matrices pº and Pº, which were introduced under items (i) and (ii)
in the first paragraph of Section 3.2.2. The part of the matrices pº and Pº corresponding to one atom will
be considered to represent the “valence state” of that atom in the molecule even though, accurately
speaking, these matrices do not originate from a pure atomic wave function, as was discussed in the
third to last paragraph of Section 3.2.2.
The second contribution under Enm is the sum of the quasi-classical coulombic electrostatic
energies EºC(AB) between all neutral quasi-atoms, taken two atoms at a time and juxtaposed at their
positions in the molecule. Thus
1
(3.45)
E(quasi - classical) = ∑A ∑B ≠A E Co ( AB)
2
where EºC(AB) is the sum of two terms: (i) the one-electron energy obtained from the one-electron
energy in Eq.(3.35) by replacing the one electron operator h by the operator (–∑B A ZB/rB) and selecting
the appropriate terms, and (ii) the two-electron energies of the quasi-classical term ECAB in Eq.(3.36),
which was defined in Eq.(3.24). The quasi-classical electrostatic energy between the quasi-atoms A and
B is thus given by
≠

€

ZB
Z
o
o
Aa' pAa,Aa'
+ ∑b,b' Bb − A Bb' pBb,Bb'
rB
rA
Z Z
o
+∑ ∑ [ AaAa' BbBb'] PAaAa',BbBb'
+ A B
a,a'
b,b'
RAB

E Co ( AB) = ∑a,a' Aa −

€

Thus EºC(AB) is the energy VC(AB) as defined by Eqs.(3.7) and (3.13), however with the matrices p and
P replaced by the matrices pº and Pº, which were introduced under items (i) and (ii) in the first
paragraph of Section 3.2.2.
Combination of the quasi-atomic energies of Eq.(3.43) and the quasi-classical energies of
Eq.(3.35) yields the energy of the (not antisymmetrized) juxtaposed quasi-atoms atoms, for which
addition of Eqs.(3.44) and (3.46) gives
o
E ( juxtaposed quasi - atoms) = ∑Aa,Aa' Aa h Aa' pAa,Aa'
+

+

€

where
X
E Xo ( AB) = E AB
=∑

€

1
ZA ZB
∑
∑
2 A B ≠A RAB

1
o
AaAa' BbBb'] PAaAa',BbBb'
[
∑
∑
Aa,Aa'
Bb,Bb'
2

(3.46a)

where h = –½∇2 – ∑C ZC/rC as in Eq.(3.4).
The third contribution under Enm contains the energies that are generated by the interatomic
antisymmetrizations of the juxtaposed quasi-atoms, two at a time. These energies are the exchange terms
EXAB in Eq.(3.36) of Section 3.2.2, which were discussed in the paragraphs following Eq.(3.36). The
explicit expression for EXAB was defined in Eq.(3.25). Thus, the third contribution under Enm is given by

E (antisymmetrization) =

€

(3.46)

a,a'

1
E Xo ( AB)
∑
∑
A
B
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2

∑ [ AaBb Aa' Bb']P
b,b'

o
AaBb,Aa' Bb'

(3.47)
(3.48)
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As discussed after Eq.(3.25) and again after Eq.(3.39), the energy (3.48) consists of interactions between
orbital interference products of orthogonal QUAOs and is consequently very much smaller than the
quasi-classical term.
It can be argued that the antisymmetrization goes beyond simple juxtaposition and forces a kind
of formal electron-migration. Therefore, these small interference terms are presently included with the
much larger sharing-interference energy discussed below in this section (i.e., the terms in the same row
under Em in Scheme 1). Correspondingly, the sum of the energies of Eqs.(3.43) and (3.45) is considered
as the energy of the juxtaposed quasi-atoms. This definition is also expedient in view of the analysis in
terms of non-orthogonal quasi-atomic orbitals to be discussed in Section 5.
On the other hand, it was noted in the second to last paragraph of Section 3.2.2 that the terms
C
E AB and/or EXAB may contain dispersion interactions. The identification of the dispersion energies
would entail an appropriate further breakdown of ECAB and/or EXAB.
The contributions listed under Em in the resolution scheme are the energies that are defined by
Eq.(3.42) of Section 3.2.3 and represent the energy changes that result from the migration of electrons
between the quasi-atoms. They are obtained as the differences
m
E m = E − E nm = ∑Aa ∑Bb pAa,Bb
Aa h Bb +

with
m
o
pAa,Bb
= ( pAa,Bb − pAa,Bb
),

€

€

1
[ AaBb CcDd]
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ Pm
2 Aa Bb Cc Dd AaBb,CcDd

m
o
PAaBb,CcDd
= ( PAaBb,CcDd − PAaBb,CcDd
)

(3.49)
(3.50)

where p and P are the density matrices of Ψ introduced in Eq. (3.2) and (3.3), and pº and Pº are the
corresponding density matrices of Ψº discussed in Eqs.(3.33) to (3.36) of Section 3.2.2. The different
contributions under Em result from the resolution of the expansion of Eq.(3.49) in terms of the kinetic,
coulombic and interference interactions identified in Section 3.1.
The terms E(sharing interference) under Em contain the interatomic energy changes that are
generated by the wave interferences between the QUAOs from different atoms when electrons are
shared between the QUAOs. These energies are generalizations of the terms denoted as ‘resonance
integrals’ in molecular orbital theory. They are associated with the ‘accumulation or depletion of
electronic charge in bonds’, which distinguishes the quantum mechanical treatment from the classical
treatment of bonding. The two-center E(sharing interference 2') terms are obtained from Eqs.(3.8),
(3.14), (3.15) in Section (3.1) by replacing the density matrices p and P with the matrices pm and Pm of
Eq.(3.50). The three- and four-center sharing interference terms are obtained by similar replacements
from Eqs.(3.9) &(3.16) and Eqs.(3.10) & (3.17), respectively.
As explained after Eq.(3.48), the two-center term E(sharing interference 2') is slightly modified
by absorbing the small antisymmetrization-interference energy of Eq.(3.48) to give the term
E (sharing interference) = E (sharing interference 2') + E (antisymmetrization)
(3.51)
This inclusion of E(antisymmetrization) was already anticipated in the formulation of the two-center
interference energies in Eq.(3.15).

€

The interference energies are however not the only energy changes that are caused by the sharing
of electrons between atoms. In particular, as the following physical reasoning shows, the repulsion
energy between the electrons must also change. Consider two bonded atoms that remain neutral when
electrons are shared between them; i.e. no overall charge is transferred onto or moved away from the
atoms, even though electrons migrate between them. Consider a bond between two atoms that is
described by a doubly occupied molecular orbital φ = N(φA + φB), where φA and φB are QUAOs on the
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two atoms. Then, each electron is shared independently and equally between the two QUAOs so that
there is a probability of 0.5 for finding the two electrons on the same atom and a probability of 0.5 for
finding the two electrons on two different atoms. By contrast, in the absence of the bond, the electrons
are not shared between the atoms, but each electron is confined to a single different QUAO. In this case,
the probability of finding the electrons on the same atom is zero, and the probability of finding them on
different atoms is 1. Let εa be the (positive) repulsion energy between the two electrons when both
occupy a QUAO on the same atom, and let εab be the (positive) repulsion energy when the two electrons
occupy QUAOs on different atoms. Then the total electron repulsion energy is 0.5×(εa + εab) for the
shared case and 1×εab for the unshared case. Since manifestly εa > εab > 0, electron sharing increases the
electron repulsion energy by (εa – εab)/2. This increase consists of the decrease (–εab/2) in the
interatomic repulsion and the increase (εa/2) in the intra-atomic repulsion.
This increase (εa – εab)/2 must be ascribed to the fact that the two electron clouds penetrate each
other more deeply when the two electrons are shared between the two atomic centers. Such an increased
penetration clearly results from electron sharing in general and is expected to generate an antibonding
“sharing-penetration energy”, which diminishes the bonding generated by the sharing interference terms.
The two terms [E(sharing-intra-atomic) and E(sharing-coulombic)] under Em in the Energy Resolution
Scheme 1 contains this sharing-penetration effect. In agreement with the reasoning in the preceding
paragraph, the sum of these two energies has been found to be positive in homonuclear diatomic
molecules21, with the one-center part being positive and larger than the negative two-center part.
A second physical cause contributing to the energy change [E(sharing-intra-atomic) + E(sharingcoulombic)] exists when interatomic electron migrations increase or decrease overall charges of certain
atoms. The energy changes that result from the creation of such quasi-atomic ions in the molecule are
denoted as E(charge transfer). In general, both of these interactions are present so that one has

E (sharing - intra - atomic) + E (sharing - coulombic)
= E (sharing - penetration) + E (charge transfer)

€

(3.52)

The separation of the energies E(sharing-penetration) and E(charge transfer) will be discussed in a
separate investigation. However, this separation might not always be desired.
It should be noted that the following distinctions are made between the terms electron migration,
electron sharing and charge transfer. Electron sharing (and bonding) in a non-polarized bond is the
result of electron migration between the atoms without the creation of any net charge transfer, i.e.
without forming quasi-atomic ions. The term charge transfer implies that, in addition to sharing, electron
migration also creates quasi-atomic charges different from those of the non-bonded atoms.
3.3.2 Resolution of the atomization energy
The binding energy of a molecule with respect to full dissociation into the component atoms is
obtained by subtracting the sum of the energies of free atoms from the molecular energy. On the basis of
the quantities formulated in the preceding section, this atomization energy can be resolved into quasiatom formation and interatomic interactions according to the following resolution:

E ( Atomization) = E ( molecule) − E (free atom ground states)
= E (quasi - atom formation) + E ( interatomic interactions)
where
E (quasi - atom formation) = E (quasi - atoms) − E (free atom ground states)

€

€

(3.53)

(3.54)
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E ( interatomic interactions) = E (quasi - classical) + E (charge transfer) + E (sharing)

[

]

E (sharing) = E (sharing penetration) + E (sharing interference)

€
€

(3.55)
(3.56)

The quantities occurring in these equations are defined in Eqs.(3.43) to (3.46), (3.51) and (3.52) of the
preceding section. The term E(sharing) corresponds to the “resonance energy”, which is used in certain
contexts.
In applications to various molecules so far, the terms in this resolution were found to be
consistently negative (i.e. bonding) or positive (i.e. antibonding), with the exception of the quasiclassical contribution. Based on these observations, Table 1 lists the signs of the energy contributions
(E) as well as of the kinetic parts (T) and the potential parts (V) that are expected.
Table 1. Expected signs of the various contributions to the
atomization energy
Characterization of terms

T

V

E

Intra- and Inter-atomic contributions
Quasi-atom formation
+
–
Total interatomic interactions
–
±
Atomization Energy
+
–

+
–
–

Resolution of interatomic interactions
Quasi-classical
0
±
Charge transfer
small –
Sharing-penetration
small
+
Sharing interference
–
+

±
–
+
–

The signs in Table 1 have the following implications regarding the synergism that leads to the formation
of bonds.
The upper part of Table 1 shows that the atomization energy is negative, i.e. bonding, because its
bonding potential part prevails over its antibonding kinetic part. (At the equilibrium distance this result
agrees with the requirements of the virial theorem.) These signs of the potential and kinetic parts of the
atomization energy are determined by the signs of the corresponding parts of the quasi-atom formation.
However, the total energy E of the quasi-atom formation per se is antibonding (in agreement with the
atomic variation principle). The atomization energy is thus bonding because the interatomic interaction
energy is bonding and prevails over the energy increase of the quasi-atom formation (in agreement with
the very early qualitative quantum chemical concepts discussed in the Introduction). The kinetic
component of the interatomic interaction energy is always bonding while its potential component can be
bonding or antibonding.
The lower part of Table 1 shows that the kinetic component of the interatomic interactions is
bonding due to the negative sharing interference energy, i.e. the energy lowering is due to electron
sharing between atoms.44 The potential effects of electron sharing are antibonding for two reasons, viz.:
Electron sharing raises the potential energy through charge accumulations in the bond regions (sharing
interference),45 and sharing also increases the coulombic repulsions between electrons by increasing the
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interpenetration of electrons from different atoms (sharing penetration). The quasi-classical coulombic
energy can be bonding or antibonding while charge transfer is bonding.
By virtue of the explicit formulas in the Appendix, the various contributions of Eq.(3.53) to
(3.55) can be further resolved in terms of contributions from the QUAOs.
A problem that remains to be addressed is the analysis of E(quasi-atom formation), which is
defined in Eq.(3.54) as the difference between E(quasi-atoms) and E(free atom ground states). This
problem can often be bypassed when the analysis is used to compare bonding patterns of certain related
molecules because, in such comparisons, the term E(free atom ground states) in Eq.(3.54) frequently
cancels out to an adequate approximation and can thus be ignored. The resolution as developed so far
can therefore be directly instructive.
On the other hand, when the objective is to elucidate the dissociation of one or several atoms
from a molecule, i.e. bond breakings, then the differences between certain QUAO-based quasi-atom
energies and the corresponding free atom energies become relevant. The former differ from the latter for
two reasons: The shapes of the orbitals as well as the configurational compositions of the quasi-atoms in
the molecule are different from those in the free atoms. The orbitals of the free atoms are obtained by
optimizing the MBS orbitals of each atom in the working basis within the molecular calculations. The
configurational structure of the free atom wave function must be chosen to correspond to the
configurational structure that would be generated by the molecular wave function upon dissociation.
The relations between the energies E(quasi-atoms) and E(free atom ground states) and the
elucidation of the implications are the subjects of the next section.

4. Quasi-atoms and free atoms
By virtue of the fundamental quantum mechanical relations discussed in section 3.2.2, the quasiatoms identified in Section 3 represent the natural intrinsic atom-like subunits that are embedded in the
molecular electronic wave function. As a consequence of the molecular embedding, these subunits differ
from the respective free atoms with respect to the orbital shapes from which the determinants are
generated and with respect to the configurational structures that are generated from the determinants.
Both differences yield antibonding energy increases.
The difference between the QUAOs and the free atom ground state MBS orbitals is the result of
restrictions that were imposed on the QUAOs in order to achieve the following objectives:
(i) the QUAOs should be as close as possible to (i.e. to have maximal overlap with) orbitals formed
from the free atom ground state orbitals;
(ii) the QUAOs should span the space of the orbitals from which the molecular wave function is
constructed;
(iii) the expansion of the molecular wave functions in terms of QUAO-based configurations should
naturally manifest the quasi-atoms that are embedded in the molecular wave function. It is apparent
from the analysis of Section 3.2.1 that, for satisfying this requirement, the orthogonality between
QUAOs on different atoms is an essential prerequisite.
The difference between the QUAOs and the free atom MBS orbitals is analyzed in three steps.
4.1. Non-orthogonal oriented quasi-atomic orbitals
The first step is to assess the effect of the orthogonality restriction. This assessment is
accomplished by determining, in the space spanned by the QUAOs, those orbitals that are closest to
free-atom orbitals without being forced to be orthogonal between atoms. These orbitals are called
NOQUAOs. Since the space of all QUAOs spans the molecular orbital space, the above restriction (ii) is
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preserved. But the removal of the interatomic orthogonalities allows the NOQUAOs to have larger
overlaps with the free-atom orbitals. Hence, these NOQUAOs form that basis choice in the molecular
orbital space that generates subspaces that come closest to the MBS orbital spaces of the free atoms.
While the NOQUAOs are both oriented and non-orthogonal between different atoms, the mutual
orthogonalities are preserved for the NOQUAOs within each atom. The NOQUAOs are denoted as
|Ana〉. They are obtained separately for each atom as follows.
The rectangular overlap matrix 〈A*a|Bb〉 is calculated, where |Bb〉 runs through all core and
valence QUAOs of the molecule whereas |A*a〉 runs only through the core orbitals of the highly accurate
free atom minimal basis set (the AAMBS of Section 2.2) on atom A. The singular value decomposition
of this overlap matrix is performed. The number of non-vanishing singular values is equal to the number
of core MBS orbitals on atom A. Let the singular vectors in the QUAO space corresponding to the nonzero singular values be given by the following expansions over all QUAOs |Bb〉 on all atoms, i.e.

A˜ a = ∑Bb Bb VBb,A˜a , VBb,A˜a = Bb A˜ a

€

In order to preserve the similarity to the QUAOs as much as possible, the core QUAOs |Aa〉 are
projected onto the space of the orbitals |Ãa〉 and subsequently symmetrically orthogonalized. The
resulting orbitals are the NOQUAOs |Ana〉 for the core. By virtue of the orthogonality of the |Ãa〉, the
core NOQUAOs are

An a

core

= ∑Bb Bb

[∑ R
a'

A
Bb,Aa'

where
A
RBb,Aa'
= ∑ VBb,A˜aVAa',A˜a ,

€

(S )

]

(4.2)

(S )

= ∑a VAa',A˜aVAa'',A˜a

(4.3)

−1/ 2
A
a',a

A a',a''

a

€

(4.1)

Next, the matrix 〈A*a|Bb〉 is calculated, where |Bb〉 runs again through all core and valence
QUAOs of the molecule, but |A*a〉 runs only through the valence orbitals of the AAMBS orbitals on
atom A. The singular value decomposition is performed. The number of non-vanishing singular values is
equal to the number of valence MBS orbitals on atom A. Since the singular vectors in the valence
QUAO space, that correspond to the non-zero singular values, are non-orthogonal to the core
NOQUAOs |Ana〉core determined by Eq.(4.2) on the same atom, these singular vectors are orthogonalized
to the |Ana〉core. In order to restore the orientation properties of the QUAOs, the valence QUAOs |Aa〉 are
then projected onto the space of these core-orthogonalized, valence singular vectors. Let the expansion
of the resulting orbitals |Āa〉 in terms of the full QUAO basis on all atoms be

Aa = ∑

Bb

Bb W Bb,Aa ,

W Bb,Aa = Bb Aa

(4.4)

|Āa〉 are then symmetrically orthogonalized. The resulting orbitals are the NOQUAOs |Ana〉
for the valence space. These valence QUAOs are given by
The

€

A n a = ∑Bb Bb

[∑ W
a'

Bb,Aa'

where
(Z A )a',a'' = ∑ W Bb,A a'W Bb,A a''
Bb

€
€

(Z )

−1/ 2
A
a',a

]

(4.5)
(4.6)

Equations (4.2) and (4.5) yield the oriented NOQUAOs, expanded in terms of the oriented QUAOs.
As mentioned in the introductory text of Section 4, the set of the NOQUAOs of all atoms forms
that basis choice in the molecular orbital space that generates subspaces that come closest to the MBS
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orbital spaces of the free atoms. The formulation of the NOQUAOs explicitly preserves the orientation
characteristics of the QUAOs, which reflect the adaptations of the QUAOs to their chemical
environments (see Section 2.4).
4.2. Pure atomic oriented quasi-atomic orbitals
Because the set of all NOQUAOs must span the molecular valence space [requirement (ii) in the
introductory text of Section 4], the NOQUAOs |Ana〉 for a given atom still have small singularities at
other, notably neighboring nuclei. When, as usual, the NOQUAOs |Ana〉 are described in terms of some
‘working atomic orbital’ (WAO) basis, these singularities are accounted for by small admixtures of
WAOs from ‘other’ atoms to |Ana〉. The second step towards the free atom orbitals is the determination
of those linear combinations in the full WAO set of a given atom A that have the largest overlap with the
NOQUAOs |Ana〉 on that atom. These orbitals represent the closest “purely atomic” approximations to
the NOQUAOs and are denoted as the pure atomic oriented quasi-atomic orbitals (PAQUAOs) |Apa〉.46
The PAQUAOs are determined separately on each atom as follows.
Let |Äa〉 denote the WAO basis on atom A, typically with a dimension considerably larger than
the MBS dimension. Project each NOQUAO |Ana〉 of atom A onto the full WAO basis of atom A. These
projections |PAna〉 are given by

˙˙ a' (O
˙˙A−1 )
˙˙ a'' A n a
PA n a = ∑a' ∑a'' A
A
a',a''

(4.7)

where ÖA is the overlap matrix of the WAO basis on atom A:

€

€

(O˙˙ )

A a',a''

˙˙ a' A
˙˙ a''
= A

(4.8)

Next, the core |PAna〉 orbitals are symmetrically orthogonalized among each other. Then, the valence
|PAna〉 orbitals are individually Gram-Schmidt orthogonalized to all core |PAna〉 orbitals. The resulting
valence orbitals are then symmetrically orthogonalized among each other.
The orbitals that are obtained in this manner are the PAQUAOs |Apa〉, i.e. the pure atomic quasiatomic orbitals, in the molecule. Since the orientation characteristics of the QUAOs are preserved in the
NOQUAOs, these adaptations to the chemical environments are also reflected in the PAQUAOs.
Therefore the PAQUAOs have the characteristics that are associated with the traditional concept of
atomic hybrid orbitals. However, the PAQUAOs differ from the ground state orbitals in two respects: (i)
They are “hybridized”, i.e mixtures of s, p, d… type orbitals, and (ii) the radial shapes of the s, p, d ..
components differ from those in the free atom, an important instance of this modification being the
ubiquitous orbital contraction. Sorting out these two features is the third step towards the ground state
orbitals.
4.3. Hybridized free atom ground state orbitals
Separating the s-p-d… mixing from the radial shape modifications in the PAQUAOs |Apa〉 is
accomplished by determining those superpositions of the atomic ground state orbitals |Aga〉 that are
closest to the PAQUAOs |Apa〉. These superpositions are the hybrid orbitals |Aha〉 formed from the
ground state orbitals |Aga〉. The hybrid orbitals |Aha〉 are determined separately for each atom. On each
atom, the following operations are performed for the core space and the valence space.
The individual PAQUAOs |Apa〉 are projected onto the space of the orthogonal free atom ground
state MBS orbitals giving
PA p a = ∑ A g a' A g a' A p a
(4.9)
a'

€
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Symmetric orthogonalization of these projections then yields the sought hybrid orbitals

A h a = ∑ PA p a' (GA−1/ 2 ) a',a
a'

= ∑ A g a'
a'

{∑

a''

A g a' A p a'' (GA−1/ 2 ) a'',a

(4.10)

}

where GA is the overlap integral

PA p a' PA p a'' = ∑a A g a A p a' A g a A p a''

€

(GA )a',a'' =

€

The differences between the PAQUAOs |Apa〉 and the hybrid orbitals |Aha〉, which are linear
combinations of the ground state orbitals, represent the intra-atomic orbital deformations. For example,
radial contraction is a deformation that occurs in many bonding situations.

(4.11)

4.4. Energy of quasi-atom formation
By means of the intermediate orbitals formulated in the preceding Sections 4.1 to 4.3, the energy
difference between the quasi-atoms and the free atom ground states can be quantitatively resolved into
four conceptual contributions. According to Eqs. (3.54), (3.43) and (3.44), this energy is defined by

E (quasi - atom formation) = E (quasi - atoms) − E (free atom ground states)
where
E (quasi - atoms) = ∑A E o ( A)

(4.12)
(4.13)

€

and the energy of the quasi-atom A is given in terms of the QUAOs on atom A by

€

E o ( A) = ∑

€

with hA = –½∇2 – ZA/rA.
Since the NOQUAOs of Section 4.1 form an orthonormal basis within any given atom, replacing
the QUAOs |Aa〉 by the NOQUAOs |Ana〉 in the energy expression (4.14) yields the energy of the
NOQUAOs for the same density matrices. The energy change that results from orthogonalizing the
NOQUAOs to form the QUAOs is therefore given by

a,a'

o
Aa hA Aa' pAa,Aa'
+

1
o
[ AaAa' Aa'' Aa''']PAaAa',Aa''
∑
Aa'''
2 a,a',a'',a'''

E (orthogonalization) = E o ( A) − E o ( A n )
where Eº(An) is given by
€

€

o
E o ( A n ) = ∑a,a' A n a hA A n a' pAa,Aa'
+

(4.15)

1
o
A n aA n a' A n a'' A n a''' PAaAa',Aa''
∑
Aa'''
a,a',a'',a'''
2

[

]

€

(4.16)

Similar reasoning yields the analogous energy of the PAQUAOs |Apa〉 of Section 4.2. The energy
change that results from “spreading” the PAQUAOs through admixture of some contributions from
neighboring (and other) atoms to form the NOQUAOs is therefore

E (spread) = E o ( A n ) − E o ( A p )
where Eº(Ap) is given by
€

(4.14)

o
E o ( A p ) = ∑a,a' A p a hA A p a' pAa,Aa'
+

(4.17)

1
o
A p aA p a' A p a'' A p a''' PAaAa',Aa''
∑
Aa'''
2 a,a',a'',a'''

[

]

(4.18)
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In an analogous manner one obtains the energy change that results from deforming the ground
state hybrid orbitals |Aha〉 of Section 4.3 into the PAQUAOs |Apa〉 of Section 4.2, viz.,

E (deformation) = E o ( A p ) − E o ( A h )
where Eº(Ah) is given by
€

(4.19)

o
E o ( A h ) = ∑a,a' A h a hA A h a' pAa,Aa'
+

1
o
A h aA h a' A h a'' A h a''' PAaAa',Aa''
∑
Aa'''
a,a',a'',a'''
2

[

]

(4.20)

Finally, the hybrid orbitals |Aha〉 are given as linear combinations of the ground state orbitals
|A a〉 according to Eq.(4.10). Insertion of these expansions for |Aha〉 into Eq.(4.20) yields the energy
Eº(Ah) in terms of integrals over the ground state orbitals with transformed density matrices phAa,Aa',
PhAaAa',Aa"Aa"'. Thus, Eº(Ah) is expressed by the expansion
g

€

h
E o ( A h ) = ∑a,a' A g a hA A g a' pAa,Aa'
+

1
h
A g aA g a' A g a'' A g a''' PAaAa',Aa''
∑
Aa'''
a,a',a'',a'''
2

[

]

(4.21)

If the ground state energy is given by

€

g
E ( A g ) = ∑a,a' A g a hA A g a' pAa,Aa'
+

1
g
A g aA g a' A g a'' A g a''' PAaAa',Aa''
∑
Aa'''
2 a,a',a'',a'''

[

]

(4.22)

then the difference between Eº(Ah) and E(Ag), viz.

€

E ( promotion) = E o ( A h ) − E ( A g )
=∑

€

a,a'

h
g
A g a hA A g a' ( pAa,Aa'
− pAa,Aa'
)+

(4.23)
1
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g
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g
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A
aA
a'
A
a''
A
a'''
P
−
P
∑
( AaAa',Aa'' Aa''' AaAa',Aa'' Aa''' )
2 a,a',a'',a'''

[

]

corresponds to what is commonly referred to as the promotion energy in the free atom ground state MBS
basis.
By virtue of the preceding formulations in Eqs.(4.12) to (4.23), the energy for the formation of
the quasi-atoms is therefore resolved as follows

E (quasi - atom formation) = E ( promotion ) + E (deformation) + E (spread) + E (orthogonalization) (4.24)

€

The energy increase E(orthogonalization) corresponds roughly to what is called “Pauli
repulsion” in the energy decomposition analysis of References 6 and 7. The authors are not persuaded
that the implied physical characterization is always justified.
An interesting question is how closely the density matrices in the promoted quasi-atomic energy
of Eq.(4.21) can be approximated by the density matrices of a superposition of several (i.e. ground and
excited) free atom states that are generated in the MBS orbital space of the |Aga'〉. The validity of the
conservation relation (3.26) suggests that such approximations may be possible.

5. Energy resolution for nonorthogonal quasi-atoms
5.1. General formulation
The energy resolution of Section 3.3 is based on combining two resolutions, viz.
(i) the resolution of the energy integrals in terms of intra-atomic, interatomic coulombic and interatomic
interference contributions, which is derived in Section 3.1 and
(ii) the resolution of the molecular wave function in terms of a part without electron sharing and a part
that generates electron sharing, which is derived in Section 3.2.
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The achievement of both desired resolutions is essentially contingent on the orthogonality of the
QUAOs between different atoms.
This orthogonality has however a conceptually complicating consequence with regard to
dissociations. On the one hand, the orthogonalizations increase the quasi-atomic energies beyond “pure
atomic” orbital deformations and promotions while, on the other hand, the orthogonalizations strengthen
the interatomic bonding interactions that decrease the energy, and this decrease partially offsets the
intra-atomic energy increase. For the analysis of bond breaking energies, it would seem appealing if the
compensation between these two effects could be formally removed. This problem is addressed in this
and the subsequent sections.
In analogy to the discussion in Section 3.3.2, and in particular to Eqs. (3.53) to (3.56), the energy
resolution for the NOQUAOs is formulated as

E ( Atomization) = E ( molecule) − E (free atom ground states)
= E ( NOquasi - atom formation) + E ( NOinteratomic interactions)
where
E ( NOquasi - atom formation) = E ( NOquasi - atoms) − E (free atom ground states)

€

€

E ( NOinteratomic interactions) = E ( NOquasi - classical) + E ( NOcharge transfer)
+E ( NOsharing - penetration) + E ( NOsharing interference)

(5.1)

(5.2)
(5.3)

This resolution is obtained in several steps. First, the energy of the juxtaposed non-orthogonal quasi
atoms,

€

E ( juxtaposed NOquasi - atoms) = E ( NOquasi - atoms) + E ( NOquasi - classical)

€

is determined. Next, the sum of the remaining interatomic interaction terms on the right hand side of
Eq.(5.3) are obtained as the difference
E ( NOcharge transfer) + E ( NOsharing - penetration) + E ( NOsharing interference)
(5.5)
= E ( molecule) − E ( juxtaposed NOquasi - atoms)
Then, the terms on the left hand side of Eq.(5.5) are separated.

€

(5.4)

5.2. Energy of juxtaposed non-orthogonal quasi-atoms
In formulating the juxtaposed non-orthogonal quasi-atoms, a basic choice cannot be sidestepped.
While the representation in terms of the orthogonal QUAOs naturally leads to an intrinsic split between,
on the one hand, the wave function and energy of the juxtaposed quasi-atoms and, on the other hand, the
wave function and energy that generate electron sharing (Section 3.2), such an intrinsic separation is not
manifest when the juxtaposed quasi-atoms are chosen to be non-orthogonal. It is thus necessary to
introduce a definition of the energy of the non-orthogonal juxtaposed quasi-atoms by appropriate
assumptions. It is postulated here that these assumptions should minimize the deviations from the
corresponding QUAO quantities that were deduced from the molecular wave function.
The first step was taken in Section 4.1, where the NOQUAOs were deduced, which approach the
MBS space of the free atoms as closely as possible while still spanning the molecular orbital space but
without interatomic orthogonality restrictions. The second step in formulating the energies of the
juxtaposed NOQUAO quasi-atoms is the choice of the relevant first- and second-order density matrices.
The formulation of these density matrices unavoidably involves arbitrary definitions, as is well known
from the various atomic population choices for non-orthogonal orbitals.
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The present analysis is based on using the density matrices of the juxtaposed QUAO atoms also
for the NOQUAO atoms. The energy of the juxtaposed QUAO atoms was formulated in Eq.(3.56). Thus,
the expressions for the corresponding energies in Eq.(5.4) are obtained by simply substituting in
Eqs.(3.43) to (3.46a) the NOQUAOs |Ana〉 of Eqs.(4.2) and (4.5) in place of the QUAOs. Thereby one
obtains for the energies in Eq.(5.4) the following expressions in terms of the NOQUAOs:

E ( NOquasi - atoms) = ∑A E o ( A n )
o
E o ( A n ) = ∑a,a' A n a hA A n a' pAa,Aa'
+

€
€
€

€

€

(5.6)
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(5.10)

where hA = –½∇2 –ZA/rA and h = –½∇2 – ∑C ZC/rC. The intra-atomic energy of Eq.(5.7) is identical
with the one formulated in in Eq.(4.16). It should be emphasized that the intra-atomic density matrices
pº and Pº are suitable for use with the NOQUAOs because these orbitals are mutually orthogonal within
each atom.47
5.3. Energy of electron migration between non-orthogonal quasi-atoms
Each of the two energies on the right hand side of Eq.(5.5) in the Section 5.1 contains the nuclear
repulsions, which therefore cancel out. Hence, when taking the difference, E(molecule) can be taken
from Eq.(3.1), and the nuclear repulsion terms can be dropped in the expression Eq.(5.10) for
E(juxtaposed NOquasi-atoms). Thus Eq.(5.5) yields

E ( NOcharge transfer) + E ( NOsharing - penetration) + E ( NOsharing interference)
⎧
⎫
1
= ⎨∑Aa ∑Bb pAa,Bb Aa h Bb + ∑Aa ∑Bb ∑Cc ∑Dd PAaBb,CcDd [ AaBb CcDd ] ⎬
⎩
⎭
2
⎧
⎫
1
o
o
−⎨∑Aa,Aa' pAa,Aa'
A n a h A n a' + ∑Aa,Aa' ∑Bb,Bb' PAaAa',BbBb'
A n aA n a' B n bB n b' ⎬
⎩
⎭
2

[

€

(5.11)

]

In order to obtain the energies on the left hand side of Eq.(5.11), the terms on the right hand side
have to be appropriately separated. A relevant criterion for this separation is that, according to the
analysis in Section 3.3.1, the first two terms on the left hand side of Eq.(5.11) contain coulombic-type
interatomic energy terms while the sharing-interference term contains interference-type interatomic
energy terms. Now, on the right hand side of Eq.(5.11), the first bracket is expressed in terms of the
QUAOs |Aa〉 whereas the second bracket is given in terms of the NOQUAOs |Ana〉. In contrast to the
QUAO basis, the formulation of interference terms in the NOQUAO basis would require additional, to
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some degree arbitrary, definitions of certain integral combinations.48 The introduction of such new
assumptions is avoided by transforming the second bracket on the right hand side of Eq.(5.11) into a
representation in terms of QUAOs, for which the interference integrals are unambiguous. This is
accomplished by expressing the NOQUAOs in the second bracket of Eq.(5.11) in terms of QUAOs. Let
the expansions of the NOQUAOs in terms of the QUAOs, which was formulated in Eqs.(4.2) and (4.5),
be given by
A n a = ∑Bb Bb TBb,Aa ,
TBb,Aa = Bb A n a
(5.12)

€

Insertion of this expansion into the second bracket on the right hand side of Eq.(5.11) yields
E ( NOcharge transfer) + E ( NOsharing - penetration) + E ( NOsharing interference)
(5.13)
1
= ∑ ∑ ΔpAa,Bb Aa h Bb + ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ΔPAaBb,CcDd [ AaBb CcDd ]
Aa
Bb
2 Aa Bb Cc Dd
where the matrix elements are defined by
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ΔpAa,Bb = pAa,Bb − qAa,Bb

(5.14)

ΔPAaBb,CcDd = PAaBb,CcDd − QAaBb,CcDd
with
o
qAa,Bb = ∑C ∑c ∑c' TAa,Cc pCc,Cc'
TBb,Cc'

(5.15)

o
QAaBb,CcDd = ∑F ∑G ∑ f ∑ f ' ∑g ∑g' TAa,Ff TBb,Ff ' PFfFf
',GgGg' TCc,Gg TDd ,Gg'

(5.17)

(5.16)

The expansion on the right hand side of Eq.(5.13) is then separated into interference and coulombic
contributions as discussed in Section 3.1. This separation leads to a resolution analogous to the terms in
the column under Em in the Energy Resolution Scheme 1 at the beginning of Section 3.3.1. This
resolution yields directly E(NOsharing interference) and E(NOcharge transfer) + E(NOsharingpenetration). The latter two terms can then be separated by the methods that are used for the QUAOs.

6. Quantitative results for the C2 molecule
The energy resolution developed in the preceding Sections has been implemented within the
context of the GAMESS program suite for molecular calculations.49 Applications to specific molecules
will be reported in subsequent papers. In order to exhibit tangible information that is generated by the
developed formalism, quantitative results from an analysis of the C2 molecule are included in this
section. A detailed study of this molecule will be separately published. The analysis is based on a full
valence space MCSCF (multi-configuration self-consistent-field) calculation (8 electrons in 8 orbitals)
with a cc-pVQZ working basis50 at the theoretical equilibrium distance of 1.25 Å, which is close to the
experimental bond length of 1.2425 Å.51 The calculated electronic dissociation energy of 232.1 mh is
very close to the experimental value of 230.1 mh.52 The virial theorem is satisfied to 0.00001. (1
mh/molecule = 0.6275 kcal/mol.)
Figure 1 exhibits quantitative plots of the (orthogonal) oriented QUAOs on the two atoms and
their occupations. Table 2 contains an outline of the energy resolution. The first column lists data of the
non-orthogonal analysis. The third column lists data of the orthogonal analysis. The middle column lists
the differences, which document the effect of orthogonalizing the quasi-atomic orbitals.
The upper part of the Table 2 exhibits the synergism of the basic contributions in establishing the
carbon-carbon linkage. The data show the following:
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- In both, the orthogonal and the nonorthogonal analysis, the quasi-classical interactions can be quite
large.53 Nonetheless, without the interference interactions generated by electron sharing the atoms are
not bonded.
- The interatomic orthogonalizations enhance all contributions with the exception of the quasi-classical
coulombic attraction, which is reduced.
- In the non-orthogonal analysis, the quasi-classical coulombic bonding energy is stronger than the
interference bonding energy whereas, in the orthogonal analysis, the interference bonding energy is
much stronger than the quasi-classical coulombic bonding energy.
The lower part of the Table 2 exhibits the breakdown of the quasi-atom formation energy and the
sharing interference energy in terms of their kinetic and potential components. Quasi-atom formation is
seen to increase the energy because the kinetic energy increases while the potential energy decreases
somewhat less. The large changes of the two components imply a contraction of the quasi-atoms relative
to the free atoms. The sharing interference interaction is bonding because its kinetic energy contribution
is bonding whereas its potential energy contribution is antibonding. These results fully confirm the
previous analyses of the physical origin of covalent binding by this research group.21,38 These studies
also showed that the quasi-atoms contract because the contraction enhances the interference energy. The
aforementioned results agree with the qualitative expectations displayed in Table 1 in Section 3.3.2.
A considerable literature on the C2 molecule has recently been triggered by Shaik, Hiberty et al.
who proposed that the two atoms are held together by a quadruple bond.54,55 The separate study of the C2
molecule mentioned above will address this question on the basis of the present energy analysis. A
preliminary examination of the interference energies indicates the existence of three strong bonds, viz,
between the π-orbitals and between the σ-orbitals of the two atoms that point towards each other in
Figure 1. In addition, a weak bonding interaction is implied between the two σ-orbitals each of which
points away from the respective other atom.
Table 2. Binding Energy Resolution of C2 for a full valence space (8 electrons in 8
orbitals) MCSCF calculation using cc-pVQZ basis orbitals. Energies are in millihartree.
(1 mh = 0.6275 kcal/mol.) Boxes indicate the bonding contributions.
Nonorthogonal
analysis

Orthogonalization

Ortho
gonal
analysis

Contributions to the total binding energy
Quasi-atom formation

990.4

833.3

1823.7

– 703.7

508.9

–194.8

286.7

1342.2

1628.9

Sharing penetration

4.9

200.8

205.7

Sharing interference

– 523.7

–1543.1

–2066.8

Interatomic sharing

– 518.8

–1342.3

– 1861.1

Binding energy

– 232.1

Quasi-classical coulombic
Juxtaposed quasi-atoms

– 232.2
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Kinetic and potential energies of quasi-atom formation
Kinetic energy

1143.4

2708.5

3851.9

Potential energy

–153.0

–1875.2

–2028.2

990.4

833.3

1823.7

Total energy

Kinetic and potential energies of sharing interference
Kinetic energy
Potential energy
Total energy

–911.3

–2690.1

–3601.4

387.6

1147.0

1534.6

–523.7

–1543.1

–2066.8

7. Summary
A general, complete intrinsic energy resolution has been formulated for strongly correlated wave
functions in full molecular valence spaces or any subspaces thereof. It is shown that information
regarding the quasi-atomic organization of the electronic structure in a molecule is embedded in the
electronic wave function. This information is directly drawn out of the wave function rather than
inferred through introducing sequences of model wave functions that represent intuitively conceived
intermediate states bridging the transition from the nonbonded constituents to the bonded systems. All
transformations that generate the parts of the analysis are determined on the basis of criteria that are
independent of the working orbital basis from which the original wave function is constructed.
The molecular electronic wave function is cast into a form that exhibits the intrinsic atomic
structure by means of two transformations. First, it is found that the wave function can be expressed in
terms of molecular orbitals that have quasi-atomic character and also display the expected chemically
adapted hybridization shapes. Second, it is found that the configurational wave function expansion that
is based on these quasi-atomic orbitals is the superposition of two parts: a wave function Ψº that
represents the non-bonded juxtaposed quasi-atoms and a wave function Ψ' that describes the interatomic
electron migrations that are associated with bond formation through electron sharing.
The structure of the wave function Ψº for the juxtaposed quasi-atoms shows that, in general, this
wave function is not one antisymmetrized simple product of independent atomic valence states, as often
visualized. Rather, the quasi-atomic part that is embedded in the molecular wave function represents an
entangled system of quasi-atomic states from different atoms. Nonetheless, the first and second order
density matrices of Ψº satisfy the mathematical relations characteristic of independent juxtaposed atoms.
The energy integrals between the quasi-atomic orbitals generate intra-atomic energies, quasiclassical coulombic energies and interference energies. The configurational components Ψº and Ψ' of
the wave function generate first and second order density matrices that describe the juxtaposed atoms as
well as electron migrations. In combination, these distinctions lead to the following resolution of the
binding energy: formation of the quasi-atoms from the free atoms, quasi-classical coulombic interactions
between pairs of quasi-atoms, two-, three- and four-center interference interactions due to electron
sharing, coulombic interactions due to electron sharing, and charge transfer. The contributions can be
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further resolved according to orbital interactions. The kinetic energy contributes only to the intra-atomic
energy and the two-center interference energies.
The energy resolution is formulated first for quasi-atomic orbitals that are orthogonal between
different atoms. From this formulation an energy resolution is derived for quasi-atomic orbitals that are
not orthogonal between atoms.
The theoretical analysis has been implemented within the GAMESS program suite for molecular
calculations, 49 and the code has been tested on several molecules. Quantitative results reported for the
synergism of the various energy contributions to the binding energy of the C2 molecule confirm
fundamental conclusions on covalent bonding.
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Appendix. Resolution of the molecular potential energy in terms of quasi-atomic
contributions.
This appendix gives the exact formulae for the potential energy resolution introduced in Eqs.
(3.6) to (3.17) of Section 3.1 for wave functions that are expressed in terms of QUAOs. All core QUAOs
are doubly occupied and denoted by Ap , Aq . The valence part of the wave function is an arbitrary
(single or multi-configurational) wave function that is expressed in terms of valence QUAOs, which are
denoted by Aa , Bb .
The following notations
€ and conventions are used. On atom A, the total nuclear charge Z ( A) is
divided into Z core ( A) and Z val ( A) where Z core ( A) is the number of core electrons on atom A and Z val ( A)
is€the number of valence electrons on atom A. Thus

€
Z ( A) = Z core ( A) + Z val ( A)
(A.1)
€spatial first-order
€
€
€ P
The
valence density
pAaBb and the spatial second-order valence density
AaBbCcDd are
given in terms of the valence QUAOs.
€

The one-electron attraction integral between the valence QUAO product Aa , Bb and the
nucleus C is denoted by Eq.(A.2):
€
€

AaBb; C = Aa

−1
Bb
rC

€

(A.2)

€

where rC = r − RC for the electron coordinate r and the nuclear coordinate RC at atom C. Note that the
nuclear charge is omitted. The two-electron repulsion integral between QUAOs Aa , Bb , Cc , and
Dd is denoted by Eq.(A.3):

€
€

€
€

€

€
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1

[ AaBb CcDd] = ∫ d1 ∫ d2Aa(1)Bb(1) r

Cc (2) Dd (2)

(A.3)

12

where r12 denotes the distance between electron 1 and electron 2.

€

Integral contractions:
Certain integral contractions prove useful for the resolution of the total potential energy. These
contractions are performed over certain QUAOs on groups of atoms. The following Eqs.(A.4) – (A.6)
give expedient one-electron energy contractions of both core and valence orbital integrals:

€

AAcore ;C = 2∑q AqAq; C

(A.4)

AAval ;C = ∑a, a' pAa,Aa' AaAa'; C

(A.5)

ABval ;C = 2∑a, b pAa,Bb AaBb; C

(A.6)

€
€

The following Eqs.(A.7) – (A.19) give several expedient two-electron energy contractions of core, corevalence, and valence orbital integrals:

( AAcore , AAcore ) = ∑ p, q {2[ ApAp AqAq] − [ ApAq ApAq]}

(A.7)

( AAval , AAcore ) = ∑a, a', q pAa,Aa' {2[ AaAa' AqAq] − [ AaAq Aa' Aq]}

(A.8)

€

( AAval , AAval ) = ∑a, a', a'', a''' ΡAaAa', Aa'' Aa''' [ AaAa' Aa'' Aa''']

(A.9)

€

( AAcore ,BBcore ) = ∑ p, q {2[ ApAp BqBq] − [ ApBq ApBq]}

(A.10)

€

( AAval ,BBval ) = ∑a, a', b, b' ΡAaAa', BbBb' [ AaAa' BbBb']

(A.11)

€

( AAval ,BBcore ) = ∑a, a', q pAa,Aa' {2[ AaAa' BqBq] − [ AaBq Aa' Bq]}

(A.12)

€

( ABval ,BBcore ) = ∑a, b, q pAa,Bb {2[ AaBb BqBq] − [ AaBq BbBq]}

(A.13)

€

( ABval ,BBval ) = ∑a, b, b', b'' ΡAaBb, Bb' Bb'' [ AaBb Bb' Bb'']

(A.14)

€

( ABval , ABval ) = ∑a, a', b, b' ΡAaBb, Aa' Bb' [ AaBb Aa' Bb']

(A.15)

€

( ABval ,CCcore ) = ∑a, b, q pAa,Bb {2[ AaBb CqCq] − [ AaCq BbCq]}

(A.16)

€

( ABval ,CCval ) = ∑a, b, c, c' ΡAaBb, CcCc' [ AaBb CcCc']

(A.17)

€

( ACval ,BCval ) = ∑a, c, b, c' ΡAaCc, BbCc' [ AaCc BbCc']

(A.18)

€
€
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( ABval ,CDval ) = ∑a, b, c, d ΡAaBb, CcDd [ AaBb CcDd]

(A.19)

The integral contraction definitions (A.4) to (A.19) are used in formulating the energy resolution in the
following section. The individual equation numbers are not quoted in each instance.

€
Resolution of the molecular potential energy:
According to Eqs.(3.6) –(3.10), the total potential energy is expressed in terms of intra-atomic
and interatomic coulomb VC and interference contributions VI by the following sum

V = ∑ V ( A)
A

+∑

∑ V ( AB) + ∑ ∑
+∑ ∑ ∑
V ( ABC)
+∑ ∑ ∑
∑
[
]
€

A

B <A

C

A

A

B <A

C ≠A ,B

A

B <A

C
C ≠A,B

B <A

VI ( AB)
(A.20)

I

D<C
[D ≠A ,B; (CD )<(AB )]

VI ( ABCD)

The summation indices in Eq.(A.20) indicate the relevant restrictions. In the restrictions for the fifth set
of summations over VI ( ABCD) , the symbol ( AB) denotes the lower triangular position
( AB) = A( A −1) /2 + B where B<A. The summations are elaborated below in Eqs. (A.39) and (A.40).
The individual terms inside the summations on the right hand side of Eq.(A.20) are defined as
follows. €
€

€

Each intra-atomic term V ( A) in Eq.(A.20) is the sum of core and valence atomic energy
contributions as follows

V ( A) = Vcore ( A) + Vval ( A) + Vvalval ( A)
(A.21)
The core contribution€in Eq.(A.21) contains the one- and two-electron contributions defined by
€

€

€

€

Vcore ( A) = AAcore ; A Z ( A) + ( AAcore , AAcore )
The valence contribution of Eq.(A.21) consists of the two terms

Vval ( A) = AAval ; A Z ( A) + ( AAval , AAcore )

(A.23)

and

Vvalval ( A) = ( AAval , AAval )

(A.24)

In Eqs. (A.22) and (A.23), the repulsion of the two-electron integrals represents a shielding that partially
cancels the nuclear attractions in the one-electron integrals.
The interatomic coulombic term VC ( AB) in Eq.(A.20) consists of a core contribution, a valence
contribution, and two core-valence contributions:

VC ( AB) = VC ( Acore Bcore ) + VC ( Aval Bval ) + VC ( Aval Bcore ) + VC ( Bval Acore )
€
€

(A.22)

(A.25)
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The core contribution in Eq.(A.25) is

VC ( Acore Bcore ) = AAcore ; B Z core ( B) + BBcore ; A Z core ( A) + ( AAcore ,BBcore )
+Z core ( A) Z core ( B) /RAB

(A.26)

The valence contribution in Eq.(A.25) is

€

VC ( Aval Bval ) = AAval ; B Z val ( B) + BBval ; A Z val ( A) + ( AAval ,BBval )
+Z val ( A) Z val ( B) /RAB

(A.27)

The two core-valence contributions in Eq.(A.25) are

€

VC ( Aval Bcore ) = AAval ; B Z core ( B) + BBcore ; A Z val ( A) + ( AAval ,BBcore )
+Z val ( A) Z core ( B) /RAB

(A.28)

and

€

€

VC ( Bval Acore ) = BBval ; A Z core ( A) + AAcore ; B Z val ( B) + ( BBval , AAcore )
+Z core ( A) Z val ( B) /RAB

(A.29)

Each of these four contributions is constructed so that cancellations occur between corresponding
electron-nuclear attraction integrals, electron-electron repulsion integrals, and nuclear repulsion
integrals.
The interatomic two-center interference term VI ( AB) in Eq.(A.20) contains the diatomic
interactions involving the valence interference density

{ Aa

Bb } , viz.

VI ( AB) = VI ( ABcore ) + VI ( ABval ) + VI ( ABvalval )
€
The term VI ( ABcore ) in Eq.(A.30) contains the
€ interactions between the valence interference
€

(A.30)

distributions { Aa Bb } and the valence shells (nuclear attractions and shielding electron repulsion) of
the two atoms:

€
VI ( ABcore ) = ABval ; A Z core ( A) + ( ABval , AAcore )
€
+ ABval ; B Z core ( B) + ( ABval ,BBcore )

(A.31)

The term VI ( ABval ) in Eq.(A.30) contains the interactions between the valence interference distributions

€

€

€

{ Aa Bb } and the valence shells (nuclear attractions and shielding electron repulsion) of the two atoms:
VI ( ABval ) = ABval ; A Z val ( A) + ( ABval , AAval )
€
(A.32)
+ ABval ; B Z val ( B) + ( ABval ,BBval )
The term VI ( ABvalval ) in Eq.(A.30) contains the interactions between the valence interference
distributions { Aa Bb } .
VI ( ABvalval ) = ( ABval , ABval )
(A.33)

€

€
€
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Eqs.(A.31) and (A.32) contain mutually compensating electron-nuclear and electron-electron interaction
integrals. Eq.(33) contains only the small electron interaction integrals of the two-center exchange type.
The interatomic three-center interference terms VI ( ABC) in Eq.(A.20) have very similar
characteristics as just discussed for the two-center interference contributions. Thus, VI ( ABC) is also a
sum of three terms, viz.

€valval )
VI ( ABC) = VI ( ABCcore ) + VI ( ABCval ) + VI ( ABC

(A.34)

€
The term VI ( ABCcore ) in Eq.(A.34) contains the interactions between the valence interference

€

distributions
A,B:

{ Aa

Bb } and the core (nuclear attractions and shielding electron repulsion) on atom C ≠

€
VI (€
ABCcore ) = ABval ; C Z core (C ) + ( ABval ,CCcore )

(A.35)

The term VI ( ABCval ) in Eq.(A.34) contains the interactions between the valence interference

€

distributions { Aa Bb } and the valence shells (nuclear attractions and shielding electron repulsion) on
atom C ≠ A,B:

€
VI ( ABCval ) = ABval ; C Z val (C ) + ( ABval ,CCval )
€
The term VI ( ABCvalval ) in Eq.(A.34) contains the interactions between the valence interference
€

{ Aa Cc } and the valence interference distributions { Bb
VI ( ABCvalval ) = ( ACval ,BCval )

distributions

(A.36)

Cc } .

€

(A.37)

Eqs.(A.35) and (A.36) contain mutually compensating electron-nuclear and electron-electron
€
€
interaction integrals.

€

The interatomic four-center term in Eq.(A.20) contains only interactions between valence
interference densities from different atom pairs, viz.

VI ( ABCD) = ( ABval ,CDval )

(A.38)

which are typically very small.

€

For atoms A, B, and C as indexed in Eq.(A.20) for the three-center atomic energies, Eq.(A.39)
defines the unique indexing { ABC}:

{ ABC} = (Amax B) + (NN)(Cmin −1)

( Amax B) = Amax ( Amax€ −1) /2 + B
Amax = max( A,C )

Cmin = min( A,C )
where B<Amax and where N equals the total number of atoms.

€

(A.39)
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For atoms A, B, C, and D as indexed in Eq.(A.20) for the four-center atomic energies, Eq.(A.40)
defines the unique indexing { ABCD}:

{ ABCD} = min(( AB,CD), ( AC,BD), ( AD,BC))
( AB,CD) = Amax ( A€max −1) /2 + Bmin + Cmax (Cmax −1) /2 + Dmin
Amax = max( A,B)
Bmin = min( A,B)
Cmax = max(C,D)
Dmin = min(C,D)

€

(A.40)
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Figure 1. Oriented orthogonal quasi-atomic orbitals (QUAOs) in C2. The occupations are given below
each figure.
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